ACROSS

1  Race bet
5  Race entry
9  Kon ---
10 Age or Mountain
11 Building wings
12 Tidy
13 Louisiana, for one
15 Source of 10 across
16 Williams
22 Oral poetry
23 Expel
24 Highway sight
25 Exam
26 Observed
27 Suit to ---

DOWN

1  Pace
2  Word with mole or ant
3  Sooner st.
4  Place of the muskrat hole: Ojibway
5  Fats
6  Plane measure
7  Gad about
8  Grafted: Her.
14 Before: Poetic
16 Dick Tracey's girl
17 Sword
18 City northwest of Honolulu
19 Tallow source
20 Essential being
21 Cigar ending
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